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Overall Comments

The final assignment shows steady development in your appreciation in the academic 
demands of this level of study, as well as providing plenty of evidence of your natural 
flair for picture-making. You’ve chosen a great subject for the assignment and have 
prepared well, researching the event and writing up your process in detail, together 
with an evaluation, in your assignment notes. There are some strong photographs 
within the set, although you’ve not quite followed the brief at some points, which I’ll 
outline below. 

Feedback on assignment  

Illustration and Narrative

You begin with a great ‘decisive moment’ shot, which fulfills the requirement of 
‘illustration’ although, its a pity the focus point is on the back of the lady instead of 
the figure facing the camera. In terms of the narrative element, you haven’t really 
managed to use time and progression to tell a story as requested in the brief - this is 
more a selection of good shots than a narrative. 

The most interesting shots are possibly those using a juxtaposition of cultures - Sikh  
festival with English architecture and inhabitants - and you could bring this out a bit 
more in your selection and layout. The layout lacks any double page spreads or 
exciting juxtapositions, although your captions are informative and to the point. 

An empathy with your subject comes across clearly - there’s no sense of distance or 
exoticism in your approach which is refreshing, indicating a natural aptitude for 
documentary photography.

Its good to include outtakes, but this will add more value to your log if you include 
ALL shots taken for an assignment as digital contact sheets, with an indication of 
your selects (contact sheets should always be annotated).



Assignment Notes

Your assignment notes are thoughtful, well written and show a depth of research into 
your subject with some contextual referencing but do use paragraphs and perhaps sub 
headings to break up the text into readable sections.

I endeavoured to place myself in positions that gave me the opportunities to produce 
images that spoke of the day, captured the viewer with colour and punctum - 

Your use of Barthes’ terms studium and punctum is not quite accurate. These are quite 
complex notions and one really needs to read Barthes quite carefully to understand 
them. Read ‘Camera Lucida’ (at least twice) if you’re interested in these terms (you’ll 
be doing Barthes in the next module anyway). 

I therefore broke the images down into groups, consisting of ‘Overall’, ‘Parade’, 
‘Spectators’, and ‘Portraits’...

Good methodology. 

A photographer might create a set of images to convey an overall sense of the work 
with individual photographs working to convey quite specific aspects of the overall 
narrative. [4] This thought process and sense of practise is certainly a perfect way to 
explain how I felt when it came to producing the final piece. The images are not to be 
considered individually (although each has to maintain an individual quality and 
focus) rather in this case as part of a narrative and group of photographs the balance, 
flow and overall appearance of the photographs are considered as a group and it is 
only as group can they be fully understood and appreciated in regards to the brief set 
out not only in the course guides but the one set out by myself.

How much of this is quoted? You need to polish up your referencing a bit. You’ve 
gone with the footnotes method, but for Harvard you need to give the authors name, 
date of publication and page number in brackets within the text - 

‘...in regards to the brief set out not only in the course guides but the one set out by 
myself.’ (Short, 2011, p27)

Then in the bibliography at the end you give the full reference:

Short, M. Basics Creative Photography 02: Context and Narrative, Ava Publishing 
(2011)   

You include a detailed self evaluation but consider the following structure for self 
evaluations: what worked well, what didn’t work so well and what could be 
developed next time. Keep it fairly succinct as a general rule. 

Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays  



As above.

Suggested reading/viewing 

I’m enjoying your visits around London exhibitions in the Research section of your 
TAOP log; do try to research one or two reviews of the exhibitions you visit online 
and at the galleries and include a contextual reference or two in your write ups.

Conclusions and targets for next assignment

Include a note of any changes you make to your assignment in a post report 
evaluation in your log. 

Good luck at assessment!
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